#MAKEITHAPPEN: NOELLA COURSARIS MUSUNGA

For Melanin's sake, we need enrolling talented persons who are making difference in Africa. While bringing in innovations, real talk, and empowering influential women and men; will inspire us to grow beyond Africa.

#MAKEITHAPPEN

Melanin is the pigment in hair, skin, and eyes that gives skin its brownish color and protects against sunburn. It is also the term used to refer to people with dark skin and/or hair. Noella Coursaris Musungu is a Congolese physician and businesswoman. She is the founder of the non-profit organisation Melanin Matters, which aims to empower and support women and girls in Africa.

Kupangtang in another way to democratised risk with the簿猛德卐. Not all talk is investigated. This is the last big call for NOIIT that was held in the Philippines. It was held in November 2019. And the discussion was mostly centered around Melanin Matters. Because NOIIT is not just about the stories, it's about the women who are shaping their communities.

The African Heritage is a heritage that is influenced by the slave trade and the Islamic slave trade. It is also a heritage that is influenced by the slave trade and the Islamic slave trade. It is also a heritage that is influenced by the slave trade and the Islamic slave trade.

A Declaration was also signed with Nikita as the leader of NOIIT.

But there is more to NOIIT than just stories. NOIIT is a platform that empowers women and girls to tell their own stories. It is a platform that empowers women and girls to tell their own stories. It is a platform that empowers women and girls to tell their own stories.

The Declaration was signed by the leaders of NOIIT.